There are no more challenging projection environments than worship facilities. Many churches and houses of worship were built before anyone imagined the integration of audio and video utilized in today's services. Therefore, there are more facilities that need a Da-Lite custom projection screen solution in the worship market than in any other.

No one is more adept at meeting these challenges than the Da-Lite Design Center. Da-Lite offers more types of projection screen solutions, from front or rear, fixed or portable to mirror systems and ultra wide angle edge blending. Da-Lite provides an infinite choice to video installation solutions that frees architects and AV consultants to give their best designs to their clients.

Give us your worship facility challenge and let us put our imagination to work for you.

Log on to Da-lite.com and click on the Da-Lite Design Center logo on the bottom right of the home page to enter the world of custom projection screens and accessories. Once there, you will meet Alex – your go to guy for everything custom. With convenient email access and a plethora of Da-Lite Design Center Start Work Requests, all you have to do is Ask.

The handcrafted elegance of wood can bring the elements of your next project into perfect harmony. Choose from our tremendous selection of fine wood finishes for your projection screen case, equipment cart, lectern and media work station. If you need to custom match an existing wood veneer, we'll do that too.

More and more architects and AV consultants are demanding a fully integrated approach to solving today's demanding audio and video installations. The Da-Lite Design Center team is ready with CTS and LEED professionals and custom wood product solutions. Da-Lite's time honored cabinet building skills are on display with our entire selection of wood products.
Count on the Da-Lite Design Center to help make your next event one to remember. No one has produced more custom screens for more years than Da-Lite. From internationally televised award events to concerts and festivals, industry specialists turn to Da-Lite when it’s show time.

Whether your event calls for a one-time use projection screen or a road show warrior, the Da-Lite Design Center team is ready to design and manufacture a screen that fits the demanding performance you require. Today’s producers, directors and stage managers are using new projector technology to produce amazing images. They count on the expertise of Da-Lite’s engineers and chemists to capture their visions.

Capture your vision and audience with a custom projection screen – from the Da-Lite Design Center.
Your wheels will start turning when you get the pros from the Da-Lite Design Center working on your next trade show projection screen design. Curved, round or up and down, custom Da-Lite projection screens are designed to stop traffic and build brand awareness.

Let’s face it. Competing in today’s high impact trade show environment can be difficult at best. Hundreds of vendors and thousands of participants make standing out a challenge. The folks at Michelin and Toyota know it pays to come to the source – the Da-Lite Design Center for great ideas and great solutions. For traffic building and brand recognition big means best.

Put your best foot forward at your next trade show. Tell us what you’re thinking and we’ll come up with a solution that meets your trade show objectives in a big way.
Simulation

Find out what the U.S. military and international corporations know. Nothing beats simulation for training and education. From fighter jets to long haul trucking, the experts trust the team at the Da-Lite Design Center to design and build the ultimate in simulation projection solutions.

If you are currently using simulation, Da-Lite has been building complete systems using the latest in projector and projection screen technology for decades. If you’re new to simulation, the Da-Lite Design Center team will answer your questions and develop a custom solution that means more productive training and education for your program’s participants.

From take off to landing or from start to stop, there’s only one name you need to know for the best simulation system solution – Da-Lite.
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Wood Products

The handcrafted elegance of wood can bring the elements of your next project into perfect harmony. Choose from our tremendous selection of fine wood finishes for your projection screen case, equipment cart, lectern and media workstation. If you need to custom match an existing wood veneer, we’ll do that too.

More and more architects and AV consultants are demanding a fully integrated approach to solving today’s demanding audio and video installations. The Da-Lite Design Center team is ready with CTS and LEED professionals and custom wood product solutions. Da-Lite’s time honored cabinet building skills are on display with our entire selection of wood products.

Bring a higher level of harmony to your next project - specify Da-Lite wood products - beautiful.

Ask Alex

Log on to Da-lite.com and click on the Da-Lite Design Center logo on the bottom right of the home page to enter the world of custom projection screens and accessories. Once there, you will meet Alex – your go to guy for everything custom. With convenient email access and a plethora of Da-Lite Design Center Start Work Requests, all you have to do is Ask.